COURSE SYLLABUS

Sculpture: Portraits (18+) 4-Week
Instructor: Anran Guo
S2 Wednesday, 7 - 10 PM

- Class 1: **Ratio: Enlarged Ear and Mold Making**
  - This class serves as an introduction to waste mold making. We'll observe and use clay to model an enlarged sculpture of the ear.

- Class 2: **Casting and Plaster Sculpture**
  - Here, we'll pour hydrostone gypsum cement into the mold. Then, we'll open the mold and take out the plaster sculpture.

- Class 3: **Plaster Sculpture and Self Portrait**
  - This is the introduction to the ratio of facial features; we'll begin making a self portrait.

- Class 4: **Self Portrait**
  - In this introduction to the detailed techniques of portrait making, we'll complete the self portrait.